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Investing in an ‘uninvestable’ UK   
Ask a handful of global investors about the UK market and the majority will likely tell you that it’s uninvestable. 
However, James Clunie, Head of Strategy, Absolute Return, wouldn’t necessarily agree. James argues that while 
Brexit has caused unarguable confusion and uncertainty, there are still opportunities to be had, both long and 
short, in a market that has been overshadowed by politics.   
 
The UK is in chaos; uncertainty over Brexit continues to ratchet up and market participants – alongside politicians it 
seems – have no clear idea what form Brexit will take. Investors, faced with this environment of extreme Brexit-induced 
uncertainty seem to have come to the general conclusion that in its current state, the UK is ‘uninvestable’.  
 
And this sentiment shows. UK stocks valuations relative to Europe have plunged as investors retreat from UK equities, 
with the FTSE 100’s relative valuation versus Europe reaching an eight-year low in late 2018. In a global survey of 
fund managers, the UK comes out as the most hated region. Many fund managers and investors are simply avoiding 
the market all together.  
 
While this knee-jerk reaction to extreme Brexit uncertainty is understandable, we have to consider what our job as 
investment analysts and managers is exactly. For me, the answer is clear: it’s to take calculated risks under conditions 
of uncertainty. If uncertainty is so high that it’s terrifying, then actually that’s just a slight extension of what is the bread 
and butter for investment analysts and managers – to take calculated risks when you’re not sure what will happen next. 
So, it should be business as usual, just in a slightly heightened sense. 
 
With this in mind, and while others have taken UK and Brexit-related risk completely off the table, we like to take a 
different approach to investing in UK equities.  
 
Taking probabilistic decisions 
First, we analyse each of the companies we’re interested in (either as a long or short position) in its own right – ignoring 
the geopolitics. We then get an idea of whether we’d want to be long or short of the stock if there wasn’t all the Brexit 
and parliamentary confusion and noise. When that’s done, we think about what could go wrong and consider the politics 
too, and what impact this might have. 
 
This results in a whole set of different scenarios, from benign scenarios to those that don’t matter much to ones that 
would be quite shocking. Effectively, we have to take a probabilistic decision.  
We can then look more closely at the stocks we want to own. If we know for a particular stock that there are some 
scenarios where we’ll lose money, but in most scenarios, we’ll likely make money in the long-term (3-5 years), then 
that’s a buy. And vice versa with the shorts. 
 
Gently adding to UK domestic stocks on “bad days” 
As a result, we are gently adding to UK domestic stocks. There are plenty of “bad days” in the market when we can 
add at leisure at what we believe are good prices.  
 
An example of this approach is Serco, a company that looks very cheap on our valuation model . It’s not going bust, 
the balance sheet is OK, and they’ve been winning lots of contracts recently including their largest ever a few weeks 
ago. Analysts have also been upgrading earning forecasts. Overall, it appears relatively cheap to us with good news 
and upgrades. Of course, there is potential for headwinds notably around fears it could lose public sector contracts were 
a change of government to happen, but we are otherwise positive.  
 
Other stock examples include Forterra, the British brick-maker. The company has very positive fundamentals and on a 
reverse discounted cashflow model the stock looks cheap relative to the market. Factoring in geopolitics, there are 
potentially negative scenarios to consider, however, regardless of who is in charge of Britain, we will still likely build 
houses – whether they’re private or social housing, it doesn’t concern a brickmaker. 
 
Short-selling into sharp rallies 
Finally, as well as adding gently to those UK domestics, particularly on ‘downdays’, we’ve also been short-selling into 
sharp rallies. Although not certain, we think we have entered a bear market, with high asset prices and draining liquidity. 
In these conditions, sharp ‘updays’, which we have witnessed in the past few months, are not uncommon. These ‘up-
days’ can provide opportunities for short-selling.  
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Far from being uninvestable, UK equities can offer plenty of opportunity to the fund manager who continues to employ 
the same tools they have always used to analyse companies – namely, a rigorous screening process and solid bottom-
up fundamental analysis of each potential stock for inclusion in their portfolio. Only then, should the impact of Brexit 
on the company’s fortunes come under scrutiny. In short, Brexit should probably not be the first test of a company’s 
eligibility as a potential investment, rather a secondary consideration once a firm’s overall health and prospects have 
been assessed. 
 
 
 
Important information 
The information contained in this press release is intended solely for members of the media and should not be relied 
upon by private investors or any other persons to make financial decisions. 
This communication, including any data and views in it, does not constitute an invitation to invest or investment 
advice in any way. 
This document is for informational purposes only and is not investment advice. Market and exchange rate movements 
can cause the value of an investment to fall as well as rise, and you may get back less than originally invested.  
The views expressed are those of the Fund Manager at the time of writing, are not necessarily those of Jupiter as a 
whole and may be subject to change. This is particularly true during periods of rapidly changing market 
circumstances. 
Holding examples are for illustrative purposes only and are not a recommendation to buy or sell. 
Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of any information provided but no assurances or warranties are given. 
Jupiter Asset Management Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and its registered 
address is The Zig Zag Building, 70 Victoria Street, London, SW1E 6SQ, United Kingdom. 
No part of this commentary may be reproduced in any manner without the prior permission of Jupiter Asset 
Management Limited. 
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